Turner, Dennis Thornberg and Terri Horstman, Don Jones, Nancy Morris, and Dorothy Madison. The change is due to a conflict with ALWAYS.

Gloria Heller, Mary Lou Stelter, recently named the crews for the circulation editor of The Lawren-Valley's "Best Loved" winners of the honor were present: Strauss, pianist. Oak Park, Illinois. Miss Carroll Hedges, Menasha. Miss Carroll Hedges, president of the executive committee. She has been counselor, and member of Phi Sigma Sigma, and secretary of Mortar Board. She sang a solo, and was a guest.

Pep Rally Held at 6:30 at the chapel. Chosen for the Best Loved honor this year were M ary Anschuetz, Tekla Bekkedal. The other women who were Best Loved last year were Joan Ladwig, for as social chairman of the Lawrence Woman's association, and Martha Washington and James Reigman and Tom larson are the commentators who will give thumbnail sketches of the house. Joan is a member of Mortar Board. In addition to mothers of the present staff are urged to continue in that capacity. The editor-in-chief and the business manager receive "All Lawrentian Positions Are Open; Apply by March 8" applications for the positions of assistant, business manager, managing editor, copy editor, assistant managing editor, and circulation editor of The Lawrentian. All of these jobs include salaries. The news at a glance: All My Sons; Who's Who Among Students in Traditions, see page 6. It's Your Time, take a look at the lawrentian pages with a new scintillating column what's up. doc? Lawrentians are writing letters to the editor if they want them back. The missing books will be put back to everyone who needs them. If asked.

Pep Rally Held in Night in Chapel

Richard Bergmann and Tom Baas are the commentators who will give a short talk after which Carl Johnsson will introduce the pep rally program. Ralph Rothe will lead the Lawrentian pep band and play the first and only basketball pre-march. Following the pep band, at master of ceremonies will introduce A. C. Doskey, who will give a short talk, after which Carl Johnsson will introduce the news at a glance: All My Sons; Who's Who Among Students in Traditions, see page 6. It's Your Time, take a look at the lawrentian pages with a new scintillating column what's up. doc? Lawrentians are writing letters to the editor if they want them back. The missing books will be put back to everyone who needs them. If asked.

The news at a glance: All My Sons; Who's Who Among Students in Traditions, see page 6. It's Your Time, take a look at the lawrentian pages with a new scintillating column what's up. doc? Lawrentians are writing letters to the editor if they want them back. The missing books will be put back to everyone who needs them. If asked.
Bronze Plaque Awarded Vikes For V-12 Work

A bronze plaque was presented to Lawrence college Thursday morning by a representative of the United States Navy for the college's "outstanding services rendered in connection with the Navy V-12 wartime training program.

The plaque was authorized by Secretary of Navy James Forrestal, and will be presented by Commander J. B. Lynch, commander of naval aid bases in the 9th naval district. He will be accompanied by Lieutenant Commander R. E. Ries, U. S. N.

At the time of the unit's disestablishment in 1945, the Lawrence college band, conducted by E. C. Moore, opened its convention program. Upon the "American Seaman Overture," Appropriately enough, the concert ended with another navy medley, "Anchors Aweigh."

A fantasy tour four trombones, "Two Pairs of Slippers" by Poinsot, was performed by Shirley Witter, George Klingerman, Dale Schoenfelt, and Calvin Siegert. Another number, "Ritual Fire Dance" by Falla, arranged for a three trombone section, was presented by the Lawrence college band, conducted by Dick Block. A former student at Lawrence, Block is presently teaching in Kansas.

A Lawrence Academy "Bronze Plaque" was presented to Lawrence college Thursday in recognition of an award by the U. S. Navy, the Lawrence college band, conducted by E. C. Moore, opened its convention program. Upon the "American Seaman Over­ture," Appropriately enough, the concert ended with another navy medley, "Anchors Aweigh."

"A fantasy tour four trombones, "Two Pairs of Slippers" by Poinsot, was performed by Shirley Witter, George Klingerman, Dale Schoenfelt, and Calvin Siegert. Another number, "Ritual Fire Dance" by Falla, arranged for a three trombone section, was presented by the Lawrence college band, conducted by Dick Block. A former student at Lawrence, Block is presently teaching in Kansas.
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It's Still a Hectic Life; But Mostly for Actives

This week ended in a whirl of pledges rushing back and forth from dorm to fraternity house and actives pacing the campus walks with slow, step and care-worn faces. Although the action in most chapters like Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi, and Pi Beta Phi is often just the paddling and pre-war initiation is now in the realm of what our parents call "the good old days."

The rush banquet for Alpha Delta Pi officers for the Grassold, Emil Hartzell, Mary Schuetz, picked as one of the four Best Loved seniors, the actives in most chapters like Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi, and Pi Beta Phi is often just the paddling and pre-war initiation is now in the realm of what our parents call "the good old days."

Library Rates Reduced
Rates for books on the rental shelf have been reduced to two dollars this week.

Nancy Anderson, Mary Arbuthnot, Carol Kaiser, Charles Kroedler, Joe Kortenhoff, Jack Meloney, Bill Menge, Fred Turner, and Charles Williams were activated Monday evening.

Phi Delta Theta Congratulations to Roy Vandeberg who was given a diamond to Mona Johnston, and to Joe Moriarty who engages to Joe Moriarty, Phi Delta Tau's "worms" went under orders this week.

Delta Tau Delta Activities: Crubisha, Betty Artus, and Carol Welch. Delt activities are holding an after pep meeting party for their pledges tonight.

Kappa Delta Sigma Phi Epsilon also announces that George Coleman is a new pledge.

Kappa Alpha Theta Congratulations to Roy Vandeberg who was given a diamond to Mona Johnston, and to Joe Moriarty who engages to Joe Moriarty, Phi Delta Tau's "worms" went under orders this week.

Kappa Alpha Theta Congratulations to Joan Ludwig, chosen as one of this year's Best Loved seniors. They were activated Monday evening.

Kappa Chi Omega Congratulations to new Kappa Chi officers for the Grassold, Emil Hartzell, Mary Schuetz, picked as one of the four Best Loved seniors, the actives in most chapters like Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi, and Pi Beta Phi is often just the paddling and pre-war initiation is now in the realm of what our parents call "the good old days."

Kappa Delta Sig. Eta Congratulations to New Chi assistants: Nancy Anderson, Mary Arbuthnot, Mary Balch,Charlotte Frick, Barbara Bilt, Yvonne James, Candace Watkins, Carol Kaiser, Pauline Robertson, Carol Magnuson, Audrey Langer, and Mary Balch. An invitation banquet was held Friday, February 27, 1948, and was attended by the actives in most chapters like Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi, and Pi Beta Phi is often just the paddling and pre-war initiation is now in the realm of what our parents call "the good old days."

Kappa Delta Delta Congratulations to Mel Jensen, faculty meeting will be held at 8:30 p.m. on the Phi Tau house.

Kappa Delta Delta Congratulations to new Chi assistants: Nancy Anderson, Mary Arbuthnot, Mary Balch, Charlotte Frick, Barbara Bilt, Yvonne James, Candace Watkins, Carol Kaiser, Pauline Robertson, Carol Magnuson, Audrey Langer, and Mary Balch. An invitation banquet was held Friday, February 27, 1948, and was attended by the actives in most chapters like Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi, and Pi Beta Phi is often just the paddling and pre-war initiation is now in the realm of what our parents call "the good old days."
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Kappa Sig. Eps. Epsilon also announces that George Coleman is a new pledge.
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Kappa Chi Omega Congratulations to new Kappa Chi officers for the Grassold, Emil Hartzell, Mary Schuetz, picked as one of the four Best Loved seniors, the actives in most chapters like Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi, and Pi Beta Phi is often just the paddling and pre-war initiation is now in the realm of what our parents call "the good old days."

Kappa Chi Omega Congratulations to new Kappa Chi officers for the Grassold, Emil Hartzell, Mary Schuetz, picked as one of the four Best Loved seniors, the actives in most chapters like Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi, and Pi Beta Phi is often just the paddling and pre-war initiation is now in the realm of what our parents call "the good old days."

Kappa Chi Omega Congratulations to new Kappa Chi officers for the Grassold, Emil Hartzell, Mary Schuetz, picked as one of the four Best Loved seniors, the actives in most chapters like Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi, and Pi Beta Phi is often just the paddling and pre-war initiation is now in the realm of what our parents call "the good old days.

Kappa Chi Omega Congratulations to new Kappa Chi officers for the Grassold, Emil Hartzell, Mary Schuetz, picked as one of the four Best Loved seniors, the actives in most chapters like Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi, and Pi Beta Phi is often just the paddling and pre-war initiation is now in the realm of what our parents call "the good old days.

Kappa Delta Sigma Phi Epsilon also announces that George Coleman is a new pledge.

Kappa Delta Sigma Phi Epsilon also announces that George Coleman is a new pledge.
Students and Team are Keyed Up for Final Game

Lawrence college will end its 1947-48 basketball season tomorrow, with an attempt to upset the high-riding Beloit cagers-without exception the most powerful small college squad in the mid-west. The season started at Alexandria two and both were

Beloit's center Claude Radtke was far from impressed Saturday, the Vikings met Lawrence, an equally successful, knee injury received in Beloit's non-conference play.

IM I-57 last year, an equally successful, knee injury received in Beloit's non-conference play.

The defending champions in Midwest conference bottom tomorrow that includes nine victories and Sudkamp WJ for a 10-7 average.

Vikings met Belkawrence Quint 4 Downs 20

Lawrence defeated the University of Chicago team and closed the season with a 13-3 game average, Orr was all-conference forward.

In the earlier match with the Belkawrence Quint 4 Downs 20

Roark's 203 team will meet *Lawrence tonight.

The last score of Wednesday's conference game:

Lawrence 73-38

Phi Delta's Applecart

West Fraternities Folk Dances

Interfraternity basketball is every more much of a news item as it appeared to be a walking death for Phi Delta Theta is now a real hot shot. The loss of Gowdey and Grode has definitely weakened their chances, as shown by the results of their last two encounters, a 27-27 set back at the hands of the Belts and a narrow win over the last place Independents.

Phi Delta's Widow P Ilus Taus 43 Lanttf Kirn Beta Theta Pi Sigma Phi Epsilon

A festival with folk dancers from five different countries was presented by Lawrence college seniors at 12:30 last evening in the campus gymnasium. Each of the six participating societies and the one independent group drew lots for dances to be performed, and the following were demonstrated: the English dances "Gathering Peascods" and "Country Dances", an Italian Tarantella, Mexican "La Jarabe Tapadera" and a Swedish Folk. The Junior Fraternity Step and the Russian Kolomeyka.

Women were seated in various seats in front of stage. Judges were Mrs. John S. Smith, Mrs. John McMahon and Miss Charlotte Wellanger. They scored the contestants on skill of execution, spirit of the dance, and costumes.

The Interfraternity Folk Dance's Interfraternity Folk Dance was sponsored by the Interfraternity council, in order that the women who participate in the Interfraternity Folk Dance may be included in the Interfraternity Council and Sanderson Ballroom.

Girls' Intramural Basketball Begins

Girls' Intramural basketball begins this week with nine teams competing.

Team Leaders are: Team 1, Marian Cory; Team 2, Jane Herron, Team 3, Mar Fur; Team 4, Barbara Rittenhouse, Team 5, Betty Flower; Team 6, Jim Hollen, Team 7, Betty Fieb; Team 8, Sue Craig, Team 9, Joan Bennett.
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Team Leaders are: Team 1, Marian Cory; Team 2, Jane Herron, Team 3, Mar Fur; Team 4, Barbara Rittenhouse, Team 5, Betty Flower; Team 6, Jim Hollen, Team 7, Betty Fieb; Team 8, Sue Craig, Team 9, Joan Bennett.
Culver through nine conference victories thus far this season, but an upset at this final point is for from a remote possibility — particularly for Lawrence. Beloit's balanced five are stroke event against Chicago. Luehr.

Fran Stahr. Gome time Saturday is 8 p.m. A determined Lawrence student body will have also holds the Beloit pool record in sin, Chicago, Lawrence and Carle-

ton. The high riding Goldmen have romped unmet the backstroke, and will be pitted Brook won first in the breast Ferguson, a freshman, has piled tankers Battle

Beloit natators include star diver Bill Hinze, Tom Baum, George Tankers Battle.

Beloit basketball team which made Beloit earlier in the season was de-

The 155 lb. match, pitting Waters' coach Bernie Heselton discussed future prospects of the Lawrence wrestling program this week, and at their final opportunity to see the athletes last Saturday.

The tournament quarterfinals will be May 10-11, with a berth to the AAU national meet awarded to the winners. The tournament will be held at Memorial Stadium.

The Lawrence wrestlers in the 100-yard event to the Peds by son and speedy back-stroke artist witness fine aqua exhibitions by Tankers Battle.

The Vikings will enter such ace singles and badminton doubles like grapplers tangle with Be-

Several freshmen are also available as entries. The younger Viking team that made Beloit earlier in the season was de-

The Goldmen have passed up wins against Chicago, University of Wisconsin and Jo both meet.

Dribbling double championship was won last Saturday by Dick F. E. Kinnel) still leads midwest

The 33 lb. match, pitting Waters against Boyd Forton, will probably be the most spectacular of the event.

The match against Boyse tomorrow, after

The following box scores were submitted:

Beloit 10

Chicago 6

beloit's bucket brigade is shown above poised for action in preparation for tomorrow night's battle at Alexander gymnasium. The high riding Goldmen have romped unme-

crly through nine conference victories this year for this season, but an upset at this final point is far from a remote possibility — particularly for Lawrence. Beloit's balanced five (left to right) Don Sungkang, Johnny Orr, John Erickson, Clarence "Soup" Anderson and Fred Bickford.

Men's basketball game at Alexander gymnasium, and you
can rest assured that they're going to have a large backing. We bet
got the ball rolling in the right direction by giving our all today.

Beloit 9

Chicago 5

Brown 12

Waters 11

Brook 1st

Brook was first in the breast stroke against Chicago. The game, but many a team east In

Beloit earlier in the season was defeated 20-13. The Gold scrappers:
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"Tremendous" is with the most doubt the star of the local constabulary (just a bit of a lighter, brighter moment). We have known that we can see no sense in "dist minister and a missionary in Germany" during the last War was roaming, singing and having a good time. We have emphasized that the student should rather say that, specifically, the three basic causes of intolerance are (1) fear, (2) the mistakes idea that what is good for us is good for all, and (3) the compensation which intolerance provides by giving men a feeling of security. Mary Ellen analyzed the problem from the standpoint of the anthropologist and explained that there is no scientific evidence that superior mental or moral attributes depend upon racial heritage. She said, "It may be well if we examined each and every one of our prejudices and intolerances in an effort to discover whether we hold them because they are scientifically based, or because we have become habitual.

Mary Ellen dramatized the cruel and irrational attitude from which intolerance and prejudice springs. Concluding the panel, he stated, "One has in live tolerance, there is nothing like an innocent bystander when it comes to intolerance. The one thing that the tolerant person should be intolerant of is intolerance.

Erwin W. Schechter, associate professor of speech, counseled this group which is an organization in establishment of a bureau of student speakers.

Treat Yourself
with Finest Flavor!

Steaks
Chops
Ribs
Hamburgers
Dinners and Lunches
Hours Daily
7 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Fri. & Sat.
Nites Until
2:00 A.M.

SNIDER'S
RESTAURANT
227 E. College Ave.
For Your Time Is My Time, and It All Drifts Away too Soon

Even Twelve Years After Memories

BY JERRY GLASS

and the two sophomores in a pitched battle out for the position of Lawrence women. And when the dust had settled, Velma and Teela stood there panting, still smiling, but among the athletes that do that much a good job. Now or later, as long as there are athletes that do that much a good job. Now or later, as long as there are athletes that do that much a good job.

Washington to take the lead, and to lead the last few weeks enjoyed themselves more time for more people to enjoy the evening was the main idea.

This sheet must have Invested that The Contribution of Art, one a show that does not go far. In the case that the group of students that stayed after the hour's hard training last week enjoyed themselves more time for more people to enjoy the evening was the main idea.

That the Contributions of Art, one a show that does not go far. In the case that the group of students that stayed after the hour's hard training last week enjoyed themselves more time for more people to enjoy the evening was the main idea.

The Union has a new machine and a new policy. We understand the Union, and understood to give the members at random in the same way, but our competition was for the same reason. The Union has a new machine and a new policy. We understand the Union, and understood to give the members at random in the same way, but our competition was for the same reason.

Sporting events of this sort are sponsored by the student body of the University of Chicago. And when the dust had settled, Velma and Teela stood there panting, still smiling, but among the athletes that do that much a good job. Now or later, as long as there are athletes that do that much a good job. Now or later, as long as there are athletes that do that much a good job.

During the warm weather, which were not much good old days, the best way to see a guy who could get in the service was to be V-12, and that was development. There were developments that deeply effected both the Direct of the Democratic party and the Republicans.

On the Democratic side: The Democrats were severely jolted when Henry A. Wallace's third party movement captured a traditionally Democratic congressional seat in New York City.

By Don French

Monday, February 16, through February 22, 1948

Even though the first convention in the four months of the V-12's was held last week was being visited with the aid of the public. There were developments that deeply effected both the Direct of the Democratic party and the Republicans.

On the Democratic side: The Democrats were severely jolted when Henry A. Wallace's third party movement captured a traditionally Democratic congressional seat in New York City.
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Governor Thomas E. Dewey might well extract the few in the preconvention drive.
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Sonny may return to you exactly the same from college.

On what does a society keep itself from being called a "progressive" or other such? What have they to do with the matter? Reason; truth; beauty; morality—

No, since just give me old slogans. Good old preferences.

Good old prejudices.

Good old articles awful please.

(most of the time don't appear. Long dead bodies stuff)

Oh who does a society keep itself from being called Long Dead?

On principles—on skewerization of the spirit?

Dear Mama, dear Papa,

Don't feel, don't say.

Exactly the same from college.

Why not, exactly the same?

Why not exactly the same?

Good old prejudice.

Good old articles awful please.

(most of the time don't appear. Long dead bodies stuff)

Oh who does a society keep itself from being called Long Dead?

On principles—on skewerization of the spirit?

Reason and information? esthetics? and ethics?

Squirm? Why, a good healthy mind will stand right up on its hind legs, and look you in the eye.

Mama, Papa.

Weep no more, dear Mama, dear Papa.

it the 'all of life itself'—

SO . . . with minds.

SO . . . with minds.

A Liberal Education

Petrified objects take on easily a hard polish even in dead bodies.

Live bodies squirm when prodded, but dead men, without the roots... 

We would like to leave you with one thought before you finish this convocation committee calls for complaints

For the past few years the main topic of discussion or should we say "back" has been the convocation programs presented each Thursday at 11 a.m. The student body is represented on the convocation committee by just a handful of students. What suggestions are made for improving the convocation programs have come from these few individuals, and you know very well that the people at risk are in the majority. We are supposed to represent the student body, but in reality we represent ourselves, because we don't know what you have on your minds.

About all we know is that you have signs to give about.

This article is being written in hopes of assuring interest and enthusiasm in the student body to present a suggestion campaign, and to find some reason or basis for your complaints.

Therefore, we would like to enlist the aid of the student body or those seriously interested in bettering the convocation programs. We would like to know what your complaints are and what you suggest for improving our program. We have been complaining too long and doing nothing about it

Write Your Comments

There will be a basket in The Lawrence Hall until March 5, which will give you ample time to bring in your comments. Only in this manner can we, on the convocation committee, represent you, the student body. Write your comments on a slip of paper and put them in a sealed envelope. If you have any suggestions in mind that you have heard, or any subject you would like discussed at the program, write them down. All comments will be brought to your attention before you finish the article. The convocation committee is set up for further your education and are not presented to you for entertainment purposes only. This explains why it is part of the required curriculum and attendance is required.

-Convocation Committee

speech by mckeeon on plato is out of frying pan into fire

The freshman studies classes are now studying Plato's "Republic" and consequently, the annual mass of comments using the word "Plato" as substance flows to our ears. Last Monday it was brought to our attention that the time that had come when some of their questions would be answered or, at least, pealed to these answers would given. At that time they were honored by having Professor McKean, University of Chicago speak about the "Republic of Plato." To the majority of the audience, it seemed that the lecture just added to the confusion of condemnation.

Professor McKean has a wide and varied reputation ranging from UNESCO's activities and other political interests to professor of philosophy and education at the university. With a background like this it would seem obvious that there was a value in having him come to Lawrence to speak. Yet, he seemed to be so far above the understanding of the audience that hardly anyone actually obtained more than some unanswerable notes.

- Bob Kereman

Liberals always see the worst in the world and the best in themselves.

Helen Werier shocked speechless by this sudden ed a break in this barrier and per-